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|5 GastroenteritisCases Reported
I Outbreak at Balker House
A report issued by Medical Director James

M. Faulkner

states that an

:pidemic of gastroenteritis, a common type of food poisoning, occurred at Baker
qouse last weekend. 45 students reported illness, seven of whom were treated
3;the infirmary.
3Burton House President Dick Greenspan, '60, called the incident "unfortu,ate", and stated that the case would be mentioned at the next house comit:ee meeting. Although Burton House is expected to begin a compulsory
commons system next year, the Burton commons committee will not meet
for several months.

medical Report
Report on

Outbreak of Gastroenteritis
at Baker House
December 3-6, 1959
Late on Friday evening, DecemDer4, a student from Baker House
/as admitted to the Homberg In.inary with symptoms of acute gas!.oenteritis. Later that night another
~,udent from Baker House came to the
rinfirmary with similar complaints in
a mild form. He was given some
!!,edicine and allowed to return to his
rfoni. The next day one student from
Eist Campus was admitted to the
Infirmalry with similar complaints and
:;xomore students with mild sympSnmswere treated on an ambulatory

basis. On the third day, Saturday,
December 5, one more student from
Baker was admitted to the Infirmary
and another from Baker treated on an
]~nbulatory basis. All the cases were
n:ild. Only one had a fever and this
;:as 100 °. All who were admitted
]'ere discharged within a day or two.
This is an average weekend experillce for the Infirmary and no particular note was taken of it.
On Monday word was received that
a considerably larger number of unreported cases of gastroenteritis had
occurred in Baker House and the ques,ton of a food-borne epidemic was
raised. An immediate check was made
of the equipment and food-handling
perasonnel at Baker House. No fault in
quipment or break in procedure was
found. None of the food handlers admitted to having been ill immediately
prior to or during the epidemic.
A questionnaire was distributed to
all who had upset stomachs over the
[weekend to which there wvere 45 replies. 16 had been taken ill on Thursday, 25 on Friday and 4 on Saturday.
In addition it turned out that the student from East Campus who was admIlitted to the Infirmary had eaten both
lunch and dinner on Thursday, Decemnber 3, at Baker House. The time
of onset of symptoms suggested that
iffood wtere a factor it would have to
have been ingested on Thursday.
The clinical picture was not typical
of any of the three common forms of
food poisoning - staphylococcus, salnionella or botulinus. It was more
characteristic of the virus type of
acute gastroenteritis which is perhaps the most frequent type of mild
outbreaks in families or other small
groups living together such as in
dormitories.

The last previous routine sanitary
inspection of Baker House dining facilities on November 12th indicated
excellent conditions of cleanliness. It
is perhnaps not generally recognized
that all the MIT dining facilities are
subject to a much more rigorous sanitary supervision than any of the public eating places in Cambridge. These
consist of an unannounced monthly
inspection by a sanitary engineer
which includes checking the temperature of all ice boxes and dish washers
and bacterial cultures of eating utensils, milk and cream etc. Since the
inauguration of this system of sanita7 inspection by Professor Horwvood
during World War II there has not
beern a single epidemic traceable to
food-borne infections in the MIT dining facilities although during this
Period there have been a number of
such epidemics in the fraternity houses which are not subject to sanitary
superision.

James M. Faulkner, M.D.
Medical Director

Residents "Disgusted"
Baker House resident Michael Padlipsky, '60, stated that the dormitory's
residents were in general "disgusted"
with the food situation, and that "no
one was very surprised at the poisoning incident." Although the medical
report on the case stresses the care
with which Baker food is prepared,
Padlipsky stated that it seems to be
"stlretching coincidence when nearly
50 people become ill simultaneously".
He added that Baker residents "ex.pect food
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at commons'

meals."
it also was learned that a freshman
patron of Walker Memorial's dining
services found a sizeable piece of glass
in his ice tea. He suggested a "decent method of food inspection" be
found.
Propitiation
Wednesday night, commons' dinner
offered a choice of sirloin steak or
Lobster Nevwburg.

LSC Loses $1800
The Finance Board has decided not
to give the Lecture Series Committee
$1800 it was scheduled to receive in
the 1959-1960 Activities Budget. Dick
McDowell, '60, chairman of Finance
Board, gave the reason for this action
as LSC's excellent financial position.
He noted that LSC was operating at a
profit and had money in the bank, and
commented that "very few activities
are as well balanced as LSC'. He
said that withdrawal of funds was a
recognition of LSC's financial independence; however. he added that a
letter had been sent to LSC offering a
reconsideration of Finance Board's
decision.
When questioned, LSC chairman
Marv Berlin, '60, stated that he had
no comment, since the executive board
had not yet met to consider Finance
Board's action. According to LSC's
proposed budget, they anticipated expenses of $10,700 and ticket sales of
$8,900 this year, with the Inscomm
grant supplying the difference.

Biography Due For
Technique Directory
All Seniors who wish to be included
in the Senior Directory of the 1960
Technique should return their completed biography forms to the Technique office, 318 Walker Memorial,
either in person or via Institute mail,
before Christmas vacation. 1Pnese biography forms, used initially to compile the Senior Directory, are retained
permanently in the files of the MIT
Public Relations Department. In recent years, -various industrial firms
have purchased copies of Technique
for use in contacting graduates regarding employment. Seniors who
have not yet received biography
blanks may obtain them by sending a
card to the Technique office.
Seniors who have not yet been photographed for yearbook pictures may
still do so by contacting Harvard Studio, the official yearbook photographer.
Appointments will be accepted through
5. After this date, no picDecember
1
taken
will be used-in the 1960
tures
Technique.
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Barely one hundred persons were in Kresge Auditorium this Wednesday afternoon to hear Dean of Engineering
Gordon S. Brown speak on "The Impact of the Ford Grant on MIT".
In his talk, Dean Brown explained the philosophy of the grant, and what accomplishments were presently anticipated. He stressed that no specific developments had been fully approved by any faculty committee, and that what
he mentioned were only possibilities presently under discussion.
Brown began his talk by stating that an easily obtained job was not worth coming to MIT for, and would not
make much impact on society. He said that he envisioned careers for MIT students that would "keep (them) awake at
night," and that "maintenance men should not come to MIT." The type of engineer that should come from MIT, he
said, was a "composer" who could creatively combine seemingly unrelated ideas; who could design a standard device,
but see the possibility for a-totally new device for doing the same job.
"We Must Question Whether The Organization Is Adequate"
Many curricula are too preoccupied in current techniques to educate such an engineer, according to Brown. He
felt that courses should be more deeply and broadly based in science, that there should be less "compartmentalization". and that it should be possible to cross from one field to another. He added that this sort of reasoning was brought
to the Ford Foundation's attention,
and resulted in the grant.
The $9.5 million provided by the
Foundation over a seven-year period
w-ould be used to endow new chairs and
set up new courses in such interderecently
Association
2he Massachusetts Beta chapter of the Tau Beta Pi
paltmental fields as Energy, Commet and elected to membership 38 seniors and two honor juniors.
The purpose of Tau Beta Pi, the national engineering honorary, is to mark munication, Transportation, and Enin a fitting manner those men who have conferred honor upon their alma mater vironmental Planning. Many present
by distinguished scholarship AND exemplary character. Distinguished scholar- courses are expected to change their
presentation to include more basic
ship, vwhile the primary requisite for admission, is not the sole criterion. Once
science. A subject combining applied
scholastic requirements have been fulfilled, selection is based upon integrity,
mechanics and aerodynamics has been
and
adaptability
engineering,
breadth of interest. both inside and outside of
suggested as well as a materials subunselfish activity.
Befolre initiation, the newly elected men must familiarize themselves with ject based on thermodynamics, statistical mechanics, and kinetic theory.
the Tau Beta Pi Association - its history, ideals, activities, and its members.
In addition, they must prepare an original essay on some area of their field or
Course X Revision
some topic of common concern.
Some people in the Department of
Following the familiarization program the men vwill be initiated in a formal
Chemical Engineering have suggested
ceremony and be treated to a dinner-dance with their dates or wvives.
changing the emphasis of the course
Those elected were:
from a unit-operations concept to a
Jr.
Dierckes,
Albert
C.
Seniors:
kinematical rate-process concept. This
R.
Bronfin
Barry
COURSE II
Gerald 5I. Litton
might involve establishment of a new
Raymond R. Ambrogi
Jaime H. deSola
Toseph A. Verderber
Center for Kinematical and TransRobert At. Hedges
COURSE VI
port Processes.
George Koo
Bryant K;. Vann, Jr.
George A. Schnabel
In response to a question from the
lienry D. Chadwick
COURSE
XIII-A
Brown elaborated on the
audience,
Kenneth E. Hagen
Robert J. Bosnak
function of an advanced research cenJohn B. Edwards
Mfyron V. Ricketts
Mark E. Jensen
ter, in connection with undergraduate
William D. Markle, Jr.
Sherman Karp
education. He said that when a stuEugene Mf. Avallone
Richard L. Greenspan
dent can see the apparatus, listen to
Ralph
G.
Davis
COURSE VI-A
Mozart P. deSouza
the jargon, and especially come in as
Jameson
Pauli \.
Keith 13. Schumnacher
Michel MI. Goutmann
a lab assistant to work on experiCOURSE XV
Paul 'Tlomipson
mental problems, he comes to realize
C. Ralph Buncher
COURSE VI-B
the relevance of certain particularly
COURSE XVI
James F. Janak
difficult subjects he may meet as an
Kraver
C.
Theodore
Robert E. Larson
Thomas V. Brown
undergraduate.
Charles \W. Rook, Jr.

Tau Beta Pi Ass'n Elects 40 New Members
Scholarship, CharacterBasis of Choice

S. James Allen, Jr.
\Willian Larrabee IV
COURSE X
Charles A. Eckert
Nfalcolmn D. Fraser
5Iarcellus C. Porter

Course VI-A (Sth year)
Ralph Alter
Alan V. Olppenheim
Juniors:
Peter R. Gray VI-B
Donald R. Hamann VI-B

Beopple to Conduct' "King David" on Sun.r
"King David", Honegger's stirring
oratorio combining soloists, chorus
and orchestra with the biblical narrative of David will be presented Sunday afternoon in Kresge Auditorium
by the Bennington College Chorus and
the MIT Glee Club and Symphony Orchestra. Klaus Liepmann, professor of
music, has asked Paul Boepple, who
conducted the world premiere 38 years
ago, to conduct Sunday's performance.
Robert Brooks, chairman of the
Poets' Theatre in Cambridge, will be
the narrator. Robin Longanecker will
,
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'.,.
..
sing the alto role. Other soloists include Joyce McIntosh, soprano, and
Donald Sullivan, tenor.
Tickets at $1.00 and $1.50 (all reserved) may be obtained from the
Robin Longanecker, recent graduate of the
Kresge Auditorium ticket office, ExNew England Conservatory of Music, who
2902. The performance will
tension
will sing the alto role in Honegger's "King
begin
at
3 P.M.
David", December 13, in Kresge Auditorium.

Videro Presents Organ Concert Tuesday
Finn Videro, organist and composer
at the Royal Conservatory in Copenhagen, Denmark, will present the first
concert in the MIT Organ Concert
series Tuesday evening, December 15,
at 8:30, in Kresge Auditorium. Mr.
Videro, who is currently on leave of
absence to Yale University, has
planned the following program:
Three Pieces for Organ
Dietrich Buxtehude
Prelude and Fugue in G Minor
Canzona in C Major
Ciaconna in E Minor
Partita: Meinen Jesun lass ich nicht
Johann Gottfried Walthner
Offertoire sur les Grands Jeux

in G Major (from the Second Organ Mass)
Francois Couperin
Three Pieces for Organ
Johann Sebastian Bach
Toccata and Fague in D Minor
Prelude and Fugue in A Major
Partita: Sei gegrusset, Jesu gutig

Tickets for the Series of three concerts are available to the MIT Community at the reduced price of $3.00
through December 14. Subsequently
the Series will cost $4.00, the price
being charged the general public. Single tickets for the Videro concert may
be purchased for $2.00 at the Kresge
Auditorium ticket office, or call UN
4-6900, Extension 2902.

New Teaching Methods
Brown also discussed possible new
teaching techniques. These included
closed-circuit TV and movies. A movie
film would be available for use "any
time of the night or day". A possible
subject for film presentation is computer programming, which he said
should become as familiar to students
as -using a slide rule.
Tutors Being Considered
Another innovation being considered is a tutorial system of instruction
in some subjects. Brown feels that it
should not be too difficult to couple
the undergraduates with an "active
life of learning in research", and that

only scheduling and organization present problems. In connection w~ith
this, there may be a re-evaluation of
the purpose and definition of contact
hours. $1.5 million has been set aside
for developing teaching aids and new
educational laboratories.
Changes to Come Slowly
All these changes, if they materialize, will do so very slowly, said Dean
Brown. He closed by saying that the
program will initially "inject turmoil
into an already turbulent environment", but that it will bring new people, new space, and will certainly require a "new level of patience and
understanding" on the part of the
student body.
Dean Brown also commented that
he would very much like to meet with
the students at some later date, once
plans and programs have become more
definite.
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As Dean Brown stressed, the responsibility of spending
nearly ten million dollars is so large that it can barely have
its surface scratched in the course of a little over an hour.
Yet Wednesday night the affable Dean, in whose hands
that responsibility rests, provided a meager undergraduate
audience with a wealth of information on the implications
of the coming expenditures.
His desire for more specific elaboration in the unprecedented speech was undoubtedly hampered by the fact
that specific planning is still in the embryonic stages. Many
problems have yet to be solved, for the transmutation of
the technical education to more science and less contemporary problem-solving undoubtedly is still a very touchy
point to the faculties of courses such as mechanical and
civil engineering.

Those who listened carefully and who tried to paint a
mental image of the MIT of ten years hence could not help
but see the significance of Dr. Brown's words: "We want
you to be revolutionary, to jolt the complacency out of our
social system." At the beginning, such basic disciplines as
thermo dynamics and engineering mathematics will be organized so they are applicable to engineers in any course.
In the end, course structures such as we now know them
may be demolished and new areas of study set up. The
MIT engineer will be no less than the composer of the vast
technical advancements that lie ahead. "He wilt be on the
frontier rather than be in the caboose." But the abstraction of scientific disciplines will be tempered and complemented by the physical contact in laboratories, well provided for in the Ford Foundation cash.
All of these mean change; what some might term drastic
change. Anew MIT will be built almost before the underclassmen's eyes.
One of the most heartening aspects of the new program
is the research that is to be done in the study of both teaching and learning. Here is an area that is yet virgin- soil and
one that may well provide for the most basic advance of all.
Afew years back Dr. Edwin Land, of the Polaroid Corporation, gave a lecture advocating a "generation of greatness"
which would result from a totally new concept of the
American University with radically changed methods of
communicating knowledge and thought processes to its
students. MIT now is in a position to put to good use
many of his ideas.
It is, in a way, too bad that Dean Brown speaks so calmly, for he is undoubtedly afire with enthusiasm for the
educational structure which he will lead in building. Yet
his flowing speech belies, to the attentive listener, much of
the flame of creation which he holds. One cannot help but
sense after listening only for a few minutes, that the man
who is talking is speaking of a thing which he is living;
and that as MIT changes and moves forward, the advance
is led by a man of stature and competence.

"TheSolution to This Problem
IsLeft as an Exercise . . . "

Everingham, Tech's Director of Drama, has turned out a
performance the sum of which is far greater than its parts.
Arthur (Buck) Rogers, '61, was excellent as Henry, a
part which is as difficult in exposition as if is huge in size.
Mr. Rogers had more lines than the rest of the cast combined, yet managed to keep audience interest through page
after page of well modulated monologue, a feat which few
of our professional actors seem able to accomplish today.
Joan Tolentino, as the Marchioness Matilda, gave a
competent and highly believable performance as did Michael Meeker (G), who was, the Baron Tito Belcredi right
down to his suave and polished fingertips. The supporting
players rounded out the performance quite adequately.
The technical aspects of this production were handled
with a sensitivity and awareness of mood far above college
production level. David Paul's, '60, sets were very effective and well deserved the applause they received, and the
costumes designed by Paul Brumby, '60, with lighting by
Earl VanHorn, '61, took the audience from a moonlight
scene in Eleventh Century Saxony to the hard light of an
afternoon in Twentieth Century Italy.
Henry IV is a rarely performed play, and this fact coupled with the fine performance by our Dramashop should
send as many of you as possible hurrying off to buy tickets
for the remaining performances. (Through Saturday,
December 12.,)

B.J.

moratoriuna
Wednesday's colloquium, "A Moratorium on Technology", -was not only provocative, it was rather disturbing. On
the one hand it was encouraging that a critical discussion
of the value of ever-advancing technology could take place
on, so to speak, its home grounds. On the other, it was
disappointing that the lively difference of opinion which
emerged was inspired less by divergent views on'how to
attack a problem which was mutually understood than by
an undertone of disagreement about the dimensions of the
problem itself. Each panelist brought his own conception
of the most dangerous aspect of modern technology and the
aggregate of these, as a measure of the issue's magnitude,
was most disturbing.
For Professor Feld, of the physics department, scientists
and technical people in general have a mandate, as political
decisions depend more and more on technological factors,
to bring the facts to the attention of decision makers. A
moratorium, or judicious braking of technological advance
in order to allow humanity's power of control to catch up
is for him out of the question first because it is impossible
and second because technology per se has brought more
good than bad to mankind. His feeling is, I believe, that
the things which make technology evil for some people are
not in essence technological, and that science and engineering are comparatively innocent in the matter. He also

The

Luigi Pirandello's massive Henry IV was opened at
MIT's LittleTheatre this Wednesday night and the unfortunately small audience was treated to one of the finest
dramatic productions ever to appear at Tech.
The play,one of the most difficultto produce both from
an acting and technical viewpoint, is one of the Twentieth
Century'spsychological masterpieces, and it must have taken
a great deal of courage to have chosen it. This reviewer
was, in fact, a bit sceptical as to the possible quality of its
performance by a college group but onceagain Joseph D.

good deal of discussion centered around a scientist's obligation to bring his dis.
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coveries- for example Dr. Wiener's cyberneties- to light, regardless of theirl
consequences.
Technology for Professor Mumford, who is visiting in the department of
architecture and city planning, is all right in its place, but he sees a "crust" of
technology spreading into areas where it is neither necessary nor desirable. His,
particular concern is with the problem of the cities and he maintained that,
rather than build more freeways and arteries to accommodate more cars, the "best
way to move 100,000 people in a half-mile radius is to make them use their le-s
"
More generally, he believes that technology's evil is that by the twentieth century
it has begun to feed on itself, that its purpose is no Ionge rooted in human goals
but in technical ones, and that machines have become their own justification. He
finds this a situation of immense instability, and less of control. An unremitting.
ly technological society is bound to be inhuman, he believes, because such a sciety lacks the equilibrium-restoring forces which make up the human organism
As to the validity of a continuing faith in technological progress, Professor
Mumford remarked that a profusion of bridges and aquaducts did not save he
Roman Empire from stagnation and decline. He also pointed out that the glory
of fifth century Athens depended on the universality of each citizen and not on
his specialization.
Because Professor Lerner, who is with the Center for International Studies,
was moderator it was difficult to obtain a coherent picture of his views. He did
seem to be enthusiastic for the prospect of machines making human decisions,
called today's irrational politics the real evil, and acknowledged that the Russian
threat intensifies but has not created the problem.
Professor Feld, then, was concerned with the scientist's responsibility and
the effect of technology on society as a whole, but not so much, apparently, with
the problems it may present for non-scientific individuals from a psychological
and socialogical viewpoint. Professor Wiener wants to control technology for
human ends and in this Professor Mumford would concur. But Professor Murnford's remarks carried the hint of a larger concern which unfortunately was evLi_
dent only by implication. For him technology is of human origin and subject to
human control. But precisely because it is of human origin its inordinate expansion is symptomatic of a deeper trouble in society. For him the view that technology is a wild and independent steed which must be tamed is only closeto the
point. The disproportionate growth of technology must mean a disharmony ia
man himself.
SW-%v

"ALL IS NOT GOLD"
Seems like everybody had o crack at this piece
of homely philosophy,but the originator seems
to be Geoffrey Chaucer,in "The House of
Fame", Book 1:
"Hyt is notall gold that glareth"

1o
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were interested in devoting an hour or so of their time to
hear of the great changes which will, in so short a time, Entered as second class matter at the post office at Boston, Massachusetts. Published every Tuesday and Friday during the college year,
except college vacations, by THE TECH - Walker Memorial. Camrevamp their education.
bridge 39, Mass. Telephones TRowbridge 6-5855-6 or UNiversity
Last year ten percent were interested enough to attend 4-6900, Ext. 2731. Twenty-four hour answering
service: TR 6-5855.
Dr. Stratton's talk tothe undergraduates. It is beginning
December 11, 1959
NO. 46
to look as if he attracted a respectable turnout. But then VOL. LXXIX
what couldbe more important than solving that problem?

Henry IV

people who use them. He fears that we will reach a stage where we do not know
completely what the machine is doing, where it is going, and how to direct it. A

pointed out that scientists are not unaffected by the prob-

lems created by their brainchildren and cited a potential
three-way conflict of loyalties between a scientist's responsibility to his discipline, to his countty, and as a "citizen of
It was a deplorable situation. A little story we have the world".
heard may sum it up. "One day a faculty member, who was
Professor Wiener, a founder of one of the most awesome
in charge of a course, decided to visit with students in a areas of modern technology, cyberneties and the science of
classroom situation. He walked to the first room where a logical machines, seemed very alert to the social conseclass was in session, entered, tapped a student in the back quences of his and others' work. He pointed out that marow on the shoulder and asked him 'Why are you study- chines are now able to learn from experience and, in a
ing this?' The student, giving a cursory glance over his sense, to know more than was initially fed them. Because
shoulder, replied 'Shut up, we're working a problem.'"
of this, the machines are no longer under man's complete
Evidently less than three percent of the MIT under- control and when entrusted to make certain kinds of degraduates care. Kresge, with a capacity of only about one- cisions will be false to the intentions of their programers.
third of the student body, was indeed a bleak shell for The machines are dangerous to the extent that they
Dean Brown's speech. Standing outside on that chill develop presuppositions which differ from those of the
Wednesday evening, one could see crowds of students,
books in arms, heading for the warmth and seclusion of
their dormitory and fraternity house rooms; occasionally
one would break from the group and come up the steps to
Kresge. Most went home to work problems; only a few

Wewew
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"COUNT 10..."I
Was there anylimit to the talents of Thomas
Jefferson? Statesman, scientist,architect-he also
authored thisadmonition:
"When angry,
countten before you speak;
if very angry,a hundred."
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T-Shirts

The most respected, creative name in underwear is Jockey
brand. It standsto reason, then, that Jockeybrand T-shirts
are unmatched for quality as well as styling. You can
choose from standardcrew neckT-shirt, "toper-tee" shirk,
sleevelessI-shirt, andV-neck T-shirtmodels.Every man
needs a drawerfull of T-shirts-and the label to look for
is Jockeybrand. Let it guide you totheworld's finest
underwear.
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ARCHITECT requires the services of an
Architectural Draftsman. Write, giving full
particulars and salary expected.
Cooper Milliken A.I.A., 3a Gilman Falls
Ave., Old Town, Maine.

UPTOWN THEATRE - BOSTON
Hedy Lamarr' - Victor Mature
in Cecil B. DeMilie's
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Cosmic Rays Studied in Bolivia

TENNIS and SQUASH SHOP
ALL MAKES -- ALL PRICES
67A Mto Auburn St., Cambridge

Exactly 4°00 miles due south of Boston, at a high, isolated field site, MIT
scientists are gathering information on cosmic rays.
The site is 15 miles out of La Paz, Bolivia, and 2,000 feet above the lofty
(12,000 feet altitude) city in west-central South America. It is one of a few
places in the world vwhere high-energy cosmic rays are recorded and studied.
For the past several years, MIT's Laboratowr for Nuclear Science has been
conducting research on the origin of cosmic rays, Part of the program is a
project which involves recording the electronic impulses made in the atmosphere by certain high-energy cosmic rays that are thought to travel an erratic
path over millions of light years of our galaxy before reaching the earth. The
means of -measuring these particles is known as the "Air Shower Experiment."
Grant From National Science Foundation
The MIT group, headed by Dr. Bruno Rossi, will continue research in this
field for the next three years, aided by a recent grant of $176,000 from the

Tel. TR 6-5417

CHEZ LUCIEN
FRENCH CUISINE AT ITS BEST

'"SAMSON and DELILAH"'

Formerly with ihe French Line

(Technicolor)
Mario Lanza -- Zsa Zsa Gabor

"FOR THE FIRST TIME"

IMPORTED WINES
Dinner 5:30-10:30
Lunch 12-2
Friday Only
Daily

First Boston Showing!
Prize Winning Film
-- THE HOUSE I' LIVE IN -5:30
7:30
9':30

121

Mass. Ave., Boston

National Science Foundation.

Cl 7-8933

The earth is constantly bombarded
by cosmic ray particles. Every second, billions of billions of these particles plunge into our atmosphere. The
vast majority are protons (hydrogen
nuclei) having energies of a few billion electron volts, or about as much
as the most powerful man-made
"atom smashers" can produce. For
some unexplained reason, a small
fraction of the rays produced somewhere in outer space achieve energy
that is a billion times greater than
average. Studies of these lecorded
particles may furnish a key to the

Opposite Mass. Stafion
LUCIEN: Chef and Owner

unsolved puzzle of cosmic radiation.
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This will open new areas of knowl
edge in astronomy and nuclear phys- Latest additions to MIT staff:
ics. It may even furnish man a new Mammani and papoose.
concept of the size and shape of the
galaxy in which our solar system occupies a tiny volume.

Mrs. Sylvario

Counters Used
The method involves placing anumber of "catching tubs" over an area in
aspecific pattern. -Atthe La Paz site, 11 "tubs" areused in star-like formation
on 200,000 square meters of land. Eachtub contains aplastic scintillation countershaped like asmall millstone, about fourinches thick and ayard in diameter
to sample the electrons and other charged particles produced high in the airby
thehigh energy cosmic ray. In the center of the counter is ahole containing a
photomultiplier tube. When a charged particle passes through the plastic, it
causes alittle splash oflight which is counted electronically. The intensities
of the light-splashes are later determined andpunched on cards and the cards
are returned to MIT where data is analyzed on the IBM 704 computer in the
MIT Computation Center.
Grad Student on Project
Dan Scott, a 29-year-old Texan expects to receive his Ph.D. degree in
physics next June, following two years as aresearch assistant in the Laboratory for Nuclear Science working on the cosmic ray project. His specialty is
preparing programs forcomputer analysis ofthe airshower data. Scott works
with Professors Bruno Rossi, George Clark and Stan Olbert.
"The experiments at La Paz and other field sites are unappliedresearch,"
Scott explained. "We
are obtaining information without knowing inadvance
what we are going todo with it. We expect toincrease our knowledge of the
galaxy (Milky Way), andcertainly should obtain abetter idea of the origin of
cosmic radiation and ofthe nature of extremelyhigh energy nuclearreactors.
Butthere is nohint that we will find a specific use forcosmic rays, such as a
newsource of power, anadvanced type of propulsion, or a better method of

WHAT D'YA HEAR
INTHE BEST OF CIRCLES ?

A d~~~~~~~~~~A
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Results Processed at Tech
"Mostof the work is carried out efficiently in La Paz under Hersil," Scott
said. "The girls read the recorded films right in thelaboratory. They have
been trained to read oscilloscopes, and are able to catch manyerrors on the
spot. Theypunch cards as theyread the film, and then the cards are air-mailed
to MIT where the data isanalyzed by the IBM704computer. Processing the
counting of the high energy cosmic ray showers byhand would take afewdays
foreach shower, and we get more than adozen in an average day. At the MIT
Computation Center, it takes less than one minute toprocess the information
obtained from eight showers."

~~~~ff
He~~
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a

Watchman Entered Project
Even an Indian watchmanat the site became interested in cosmic raystudies,
Scott said.
"Although he hasno formal education, our
watchman, Sylvario
Mammani, actually learned toread the fast oscilloscope at the project. We
discovered on a number ofmornings that their positions hadbeen shifted and
eventually found that hehadlearned thenormal wave forms andcounting rates,
inorder to avoid unnecessary two-miletrips to telephone theproject supervisor
when something appeared wrong."

Strike up afriendship with Schaefer,
the beer with thesmooth round taste...
never sharp, never flat.

Man, that's beer- REA L BEER!
I

COmItWan Ian'rS

RESTAURANT

30 Dunsder Street off Harvard Square
Famous for
CHARCOAL BROILED STEAKS, CHOPS and SEAFOOD
Dinner from 80c to $3.00
TRY OUR PORTERHOUSE STEAK FOR TWO -$5.00

Full line of Beer, Wines and Liquors
EL 4-1366

AIR CONDITIONED

GIOVANNI'S

II

WrZS a LQUORS

K
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THE F.&M.
SCHAEFER
BREWING
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For French Cuisine Par Excellence

Come to

LA DUCHESSE ANNE
A Charming Corner of France
Open Every Day Including Sunday from 5:30 P.M. to l0 P.M.
eLuncheon and Mornring Reception Parties on Roservation
224 Newbury Street
Cl 709126
Boston

-----

MI---

------

---·--___

s Sunday Evening

DECEMBER 13

I

-

8 o'clock

-- VANCE PACKARD
- "Status Seeking -

An American

Disease"

Does studying for exams
make you want to zzz-zz-zz?

HALL roRUM

IFORD

JORDAN HALL - Gainsbore St. cor. Huntington Ave. - BOSTON
DOORS OPEN 7:45 P.M.
EVERYBODY WELCOME

If hitting the books ever makes you drowsy, NoDoz is the fast wakerupper you need. NoDoz Stay Awake Tablets deliver an accurate amount
of safe stimulation to keep your mind and body alert during study and
exams. How? With caffeine-the same pleasant stimulant in coffee. But
non-habit-formringNoDoz is faster, handier, more reliable. Buy someand be in good company. Millions of times a year safe NoDoz helps
busy people keep alert and awake.

IiliBiBBmB

-

I-

Let safe NODze -alert you
through stuldy and exams!

--

P.S. iZhen you need NoDoz, it'll probably be late. Play safe. Keep a supply handy.
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For Yoaurn Shopping Conennee thru Dee. 23
The Coop will eman Open Until 6:30

THE

COOP
Harvard Sq. Store
Folk Music
Nightly & Sunday

e

At Exeter
& Huntington I

fie & untigto

Kl

At Copley

6-9000

Sq. Hotel

Now appearing:

JOAN

BAEZI

BILLY FAIER, Mister Banjo
SERAFFYN, Wandering Minstrel
Opening Sun.: HARMONY SERENADERS
Gospel songs & spirituals
TED ALEVIZOS

YOU ARE LUCKY!
Low-cost Savings Bank

Life insurance is avail.
1h able to people who live
or work in Massachusetts ONLY.
It's your privilege to apply for it
on any member of your family
from 15 days to age 70 - in
amounts from $500 up. A wide

I

choice of policies: straight life, en.
dowment, limited pay, mortgage
insurance, and a new low-cost
Family Package. Call or atop in for
free folders and rates at your age,
today,
CAMBRIDGEPORT SAVINGS BANK

Filters asno single filter ca
for mild, full flavor!
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Here's how the Dual Filter does it:

1

1. It combines a unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL...definitely proved to make the smoke of a cigarette mild and smooth ...

2. with an efficient pure white outer filter. Together they bring you the
real thing in mildness and fine tobacco taste!

DUAW
Gentlemen, we give you CONTEMPO0RARY CLASSICS
Newest look of leisure since white bucks! Traditional as the
Dickens (masterpieces), modern as jazz. Matter of fact, the
perfect combination of what's always been and what's bound
to happen. A complete line of men's furnishings and leisurewear
-all designed to give you the kind of individuality you want.

VAN HEUSEN "417" COLLECTION
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SENIOR WEEK
The Senior Week Committee is
accepting applications for the iunior
representative to the committee. Any
interested members of the class o>
1961 should contact Mark Pratt at
Phi Delta Theta (Extension 3206).
MIT Dramashop
presents

"HENRY'

VYf"

by Luigi Pirandello
Liftle Theatre /
Kresge Auditorium

I_

__~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

__

TMRC Open House Saturdav

It's full steam ahead for the Tech
Model Railroad Club this Satulrdaywhen the clubroon-s will be opened to
all members of the MIT Community.
TMRC's Open House, scheduled for
2:00 to 5:00 on Saturday afternoon
and 7:00 to 10:30 Saturiday night, is
an annual affair held every December.
The layout in 20E-214 and 216 is
one of the countrw's largest. The
Club's HO gauge layout is built on a 2
scale of !!s inch (3.5 nrmj to the foot '!,

I

o

and operates five trains at once out of

Tonight .

the two train yards on the main lire.

and

TE GOING IS GOODI on a
GO WHILEE
1960 American Express Student Tour!

F

With the 1000 r-elay

control system,

Tomorrow Night

Right now, while you can still look forward to a long summer
vacation, may be your once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to see,
enjoy and study Europe. And the "going is always good" on
an American Express Student Tour ... vwhere experts arrange
everything perfectly for your travel convenience. Tours are
comprised of small groups, conducted by distinguished leaders
from prominent colleges. Itineraries can include England ...
Belgium... Holland... Germany... Austria... Switzerland
. . Italy . . . The Rivieras ... and France. Ample time allowed for full sight-seeing and leisure, too.

operation is alnost automatic at any
I
position on the mnain line.
8:30 P.M.
I
The entire layout will be in full opII
Admission $1.00
eration for the Open H-louse, as will
Tickets UN 4-6900, Ext. 2902
TMRC's answer to the MTA - the
11
Directed by Joseph D. Everingham
trolley.
I
_
_ _1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

John Pryke and Peter Samson with TrM RC
layout-.

i
I
I

Choose from: 10 interesting, educational Student Tours ...
from 14 to 54 days ... by sea and air ... from $765 and up.
Member: Institute of International Education and Council
on Student Travel.
For complete information, see your CampusRepresentative, local
Travel Agent or American Express Travel Service. Or simply
mail the coupon.
U

r

I

II

'----"
I
l

I

AMERICAN EXPRESS TRAVEL SERVICE
65 Broadway, New York 6, N. Y. c/o Travel Sales Division
Please send me complete information about

!

Name ..........................................................

I

Add ress . . ... ....................

I

City ............................

L_

..

O....

-

........

iI

... ..............

Zone ..... State ..................
.

i
i
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1960 Student Tours of Europe.
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after every sRave
Splash on 01d Spice After Shave Lotion. Feel your
I
face wake up and live! Se good for your skin,,.
so good for your ego. Brisk as an ocean breeze,
Old Spice makes'you feel like a new mana.Confident.
Assured. Relaxed. You know you're at your best
when you top off your shave with Old Spice! 100
plus
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AFTER SHAVE LOTIsON
by SHU LTON

olax

COMES ALIVE
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NTHE(gasP!) BUESTAND(roar!) FUNNIEST

XAND(pant!) GIRLIESTSHOW

Yo<'.
.Namely' bmoev

With Hollywood's most exciting cast

_:.

--

of NEW FACES AND (gasp!) FIGGERS!

'

Wiatclls50h
Si F o
u~ PALMER

COMIN
G SOTO YOU
~~
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I
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COMING SOON TO YOUR FAVORITE THEATrRE! Watch IFor -it
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Engineers To Have Big Weekend;
This weekend will see fourteen athletic events for Tech's varsity and
freshman teams. Heading the list is a varsity basketball game with Harvard in
Rockwell Cage at 8:15 P.M., on Saturday. Both teams have lost their first game,
Tech to Trinity and Harvard to Wesleyan. Earlier that evening, at 6:15 P.M.,
both teams' freshman squads will take the floor.

Friday
7:30-8:45 A.M.
5:00 P.M.
6:00
7:00

Rise and Shine
Caravan
Jazz

Fiesta
Baton Society
News
Nite Owl

8:00

8:50
9:00-2:00

Squashmen to Play Army, Navy
A big weekend is ahead for the squash team. Both Navy and Army are on
their calendar. Friday at 2:00 P.M. the Beaver squad will take on Navy, here
at Tech at the DuPont Courts. Saturday both the freshman and varsity teams
will travel to West Point where they will meet Army at 2:00 P.M. Both matches
should be close ones.

Saturday
5:00 P.M.
7:00
9:00-2:00

Jazz
Show Music
News
Nite Owl

4:00 P.M.
7:00
8:00
8:50
9:00-1:00

Sunday Serenade
Folk Music
Jazz
News
Classical Music

7:30-8:45 A.M.
5:00 P.M.
6:00
7:00

Rise and Shine
Caravan
Jazz
Bob Nagro Show
Potpourri
Campus News
News
Classical Music

8:50

Swimming Meet Here
The varsity swimming team will meet Bowdoin here at the Alumni Pool on
Saturday at 2:00 P.M. The frosh aquamen will travel to Army, along with the
squash team, where they wvill have an encounter at 2 P.M.
A double meet with Boston College will see both the freshman and varsity
thinclads encircling the track in Rockwell at 1:00 P.M. Saturday.
The frosh stickmen will meet the Browne Nichols hockey team here in a
night encounter, Saturday at seven.

Sunday

Monday

8:00

8:30
8:50
9:00-1:00

_

O

_

Students Respond To Tackle Football:
Pros and Cors Shown In Letters

Seven Varsity Teams In Action

PROGRAM SCHEDULE

___

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 11, 1939
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Wrestlers at Wesleyan
Traveling to Wesleyan on Friday will be the varsity wrestlers, where they
will meet the Cardinals at 3:30 P.M. The yearling matmen will also make the
trip to Middletown, meeting the Wesleyan team at 2:00 P.M.
The Weightlifters will meet the RPI musslemen at Troy on Saturday
afternoon at two.
Rounding out the competition for the weekend will be the MIT riffle team
which shoots against Norwich and Harvard in a triangular meet at Norwich,
Saturday morning at ten.

__

In response to a recent article in The Tech concerning tackle football, the
Sports Department has received several letters. Due to limited space, the staff
is unable to publish all the letters received, but we feel that the following are
quite representative of both sides of the question.
November 20, 1959
The Tech
Sports Editor
MIT
Dear Sir,
I would like to speak in favor of organized intramural tackle football at
MIT. It is, I feel, more fun, more exciting, a better game than the present
touch game, and with the proper protecting equipment will actually reduce the
number of injuries. Such a program can be run concurrently with touch football; it can be quite successful, spirited and stimulating with proper management, officiating and wholesome attitude on the part of all concerned.
I do realize, however, that serious thought and planning must be devotee
before the initiation of any such program.
Sincerely yours,
George P. Koo
East Campus
Room 52-560
X2929
November 24, 1959

The Tech
Sports Editor
MIT
Dear Abe,
Having read your article in the Tuesday, November 24, issue of The Techk
I must say I am inclined to agree with your reasons for not being in favor ofv
having an intramural tackle football team here at MIT.
The solution in my opinion is quite simple. For those students desirous of
playing tackle football on an intramural level, we could initiate a game that
costs "nothing" and which is really somewhat safer than the proposed game ofi
tackle. Rugby fits the bill quite well. There is present the element of bodyX
contact along with the desirable feature of little cost. In addition, Rugby is{
not any more "dangerous" than tackle football. True, it may seem rougher'
because no equipment is used, but the fact is that very few people get hurt by it
The reason for this is probably due to the fact that there is no blocking in tne!
game.
So far as enjoyment of the game is concerned, I am quite confident thati
most of the ruggers who have played football also will agree that Rugby is
the better sport.
Sincerely youlrs,
:
Donald Aucamp
The Athletic Association recently sent questionnaires concerning the merits.of tackle football to all the living groups. Thus far, however, only a few have;-.
responded.

Deck

On

'

Friday, December 11
Varsity Squash
with Navy
Freshman Wrestling
at Wesleyan
Varsity Wrestling
at Wesleyan
Freshman Hockey with
Browne Nichols

By Popular Demandl New for '60
100Q-1Rch wheelbase
RAMBLER IAMERICAN 4-DOOR SEDAN

Smartest
Rambler ever ... beautifully new for
'60! Save on price, gas, resale. Room for six
6-footers. Easier entry, exit. Easier to park. At
your Rambler dealer's now-6 or V-8!
CI
~SEE
STANdDARWD
T, N~EW O: BA~ I~EX~ELL~EN~CESurestud
deiveredany,
priceautoratic
a- Konosha,Wisc.,
fo 4ooi
deluxe sian
at left.extrs.
State
SOd bc-al
taxes.if
transmission
and optfonal
equipant.

*1m

SEE YOUR NEARBY

g

RAMBLER DEALER

s:L K-OSSWORD
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1. Chorus girl
8. Opposite of a
seeker
13. Part of an
airplane wing
14. Almost remote
way to act
15. Likes blondes
better, for
instance
16. Come all the
way up to Kool's
Menthol
17. Shape of
diamonds or
tones
18. These boats
take guts
20. This can be
constricting
21. Sleepy gas
23. Gin
24. Wrist operation
27. Dig it all-well,
almost all
29. Guy in "Guys
and Dolls"

31. Take cut, but
not on a date
32. Meanwhile,
back at the
Latin class
34. Proboscissed
35. Thunderbird's
Papa
36. A kind of walk
38. Little Florida
39. It used to come
before plane
40. This is legal
42. A lot of sailor
44. This is how
Bardot comes in
45.
de France
46. Classroom
resting places
47. Kools are the
refreshing-

Rifle at Norwich
Indoor Track with BU
(V & F)
Varsity Swimming with.
Bcvdoin
Freshman Swimming
at Army
Freshman Squash
at Army
Varsity Squash

2:00 P.N.
2:00 P.M.
3:30 P.M.
7:00 P.M.

a BB SI1 S 3
1
Ia
I_=

at Army

No,

·.'"4;L

~Il

am no,

31lvl
cOIN Wi_l_ 3 1

a
I 1n gI
- -LI. In II

DOWN

vI-

1. Li'l Abner's
creator
2. What this gun
is for
3. Genus of olives
4. Kool'sMenthol
Magic leaves
you more
5. Cockney way of
saying 2 Down
6. Cold hand at
bridge?
7. Followed Sue?
8. They hang on
to skirts
9. __
little
teapot
10. Mouthfuls of
frankfurter?
11. Bleach
12. Rememberedher phone
number?
19. Kind of iron
22. Them
hills
23. Venus' home

3
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Freshman Basketball

1

Harvard
Varsity Basketball

1
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CHRISTMAS

_

10:00 A..i.-,
1:00 P.M.:
2:00 P..S.I
2:00 P.BI.:
2:00 P.hI i
2:00 P.1M.2
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ACROSS

Saturday, December 12

6:15 P.1.i1

with Harard
Weightlifting at RPI

8:15 P.1i.
YE

RIACKTS RESI
I
PoT Stfiro
I
Te o& Squash Shop
J67A

W. Alb"

Op.

Lowol Ho.

St,

Combeie

1TR 6-417

I

CAROL SING

Capture The True Meaning
of Christmas

i

.2-

Kresge Little Theatre

Friday

Decemnber II

12:25

With John DeBrine

town

Sponsored by MIT
UNITED CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP

24. Cried in a

ladylike way

--

25. Oil from wool
for your hair
26. Magnetizes nen
28. Mr. Autrys
30. Kools have a
very--flavor
38. Pop tune of
the 20's
37. Time for a
change? Smoke

In ,

|

39. Roscoe
41. It rhymes with
jerk
43. Alpha's last
name

YOU NEED THE

dsee RUSSIA for
...... yourself in 1I9i60

American conducted Student/Teacher Economy tours by Maupintour--the
best routes at lowest costs. From $495, all-inclusive, summer departures.
I
RUSSIA BY MOTORCOACH. Beginning Helsinki or Warsaw. See
country byways, rural towns plus Moscow, Leningrad. 17 days.
l DIAMOND GRAND TOUR. Russia, Crimea, Ukraine, Czechoslovakia,
Poland, Germany, Passion Play, Bayreuth Festival, Berlin, Scandinavia,
Benelux, Austria, Switzerland.
B1 COLLEGIATE CIRCLE TOUR. Cruise Black Sea, see the Caucasus,
Ukraine, Crimea, Russia, White Russia, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Scandinavia,
Benelux, Berlin, England, Luxembourg, France.
1 EASTERN EUROPE ADVENTURE. New route. Bulgaria, Roumania,
new hiway through Southern Russia, Ukraine, Crimea, Moscow, White Russia, Czechoslovakia, Poland, Krakow, Dresden, Berlin, Germany, Austria.
I i&9
_
e
a
ASSee your local Travel Agent or write,
113L.L.L t
U ¢ r
~t
400 Madison Avenue
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PiLamcbdaPhi Ranked asFavorite

7

Varsity Simmers

Rout Tufts 63-19
In Season's Opener
The opening swimming meet against
Tufts was highlighted by many substitutions which were made to determine the depth and versatility of the
team. The results were quite surprising.
Topping the surprises was the performance turned in by Roger Cooke,
'62, in the butterfly. Cooke, normally
a top freestyler, swam as an unofficial
third man. Meanwhile Tony Silvestri,
'61, the usual butterfly swimmer,
switched from butterfly to turn in a
good time in the 440 yd. freestyle.
To add to the confusion, Burnell
West, '60, the team's leading man in
the breaststroke, swam as a freestyler
and posted a time of :57.1. However,
not everyone managed to change. Dave
Stein, testing his strength, turned in
his best time in the 200-yard free.

_

I

__

____

I

Beaver- Crimson Basketball Game;
Old Rivalry Renewed Sat. Evening

Senior House Rat s Up 104Points
Pi Lambda Phi heads the list of
would be finalists as the Intramural
Basketball season draws to a close.
The Pi Lams boasting a spotless recold will carry the League I banner
into the playoffs.
Grad House A seems to be the top
squad in League II. The Grads, also
undefeated, have a balanced attack
and rate as a strong contender for
the crown.
The championships of Leagues III
and IV have already been decided with
Lambda Chi Alpha and Phi Kappa
Sigma holding the honors.
Other leading contenders for the
Intlramural championships are Sigma
Chi, Baker House, and Alpha Epsilon
Pi. All three of these teams have yet
to taste defeat. However, Baker and
AEPI are in the same League and
meet each other in the near future.
Sixteen teams will comnpete in the
finals. These will consist of the top
t'wo squads in each of the eight
Leagues. A drawing will be held in
the near future to determine playoff
positions.
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By C. H. Kaiz

Senior House Routs Comimuters
A Senior House hoop sqjuad that
has improved tremendously week by
aayl
wee
week established what may lbe an allrecodn
time MIT intramural scoring record in
defeating the NRSA 104-20
). Spearheaded by the sharpshooting ,~of Tom
Traylor, 'G1, who scored 47 pcioints, the
it' th~
Senior House team captured iits fourth
thesea
and most lopsided victory of 'the season and now rates as a darlkhorse in
the title race.
In previous games they hadhadde
de-.1
feated Phi Delta Theta by tthe score
of 39-23, Burton House "C" 4L9-16, and
Delta Tau Delta, 54-17. In Truesday's
Fuesday's
game, however, four men p itched in
with at least ten points each, and this
plus top rebounding produced the rout.
LEAGUE STANDXINGIS
Von Lost
LEAGUE I
0
3
Grad House A
3 ~3
1I
Sigma Nu
2
1
Dover Club
2
1
Burton B
3
0
Club Latino
LEAGUE II
Pi Lambda Phi
3
0
2
1
Burton A
2
I
Beta Theta Pi
1
2
Apartments
Delta Upsilon
1
1
LEAGUE III
Lambda Chi Alpha
5
0
4
1
SAE
2
Phi Kappa Theta
2
3
2
Baker B
1
3
Tau Epsilon Phi
Tankroom 5
0
5
LEAGUE IV
0
Phi Sigma Kappa
5
4
1
Chemistry Dept.
3
2
Theta Chi
3
2
Theta Xi
Delta Kappa Epsilon
2
3
1
4
Baker C
LEAGUE V
0
4
Senior House
Theta Delta ,Chi
3
1
1
Phi Delta Theta
3
2
2
Delta Tau Delta
N.R.S.A.
0
4
0
4
Burton C

Tomorrow evening at 8:15 the Beaver cagers wvil run up against the
Harvard quintet in their opening home appearance of the season. The action
will take place in Rockwell Cage which has been fitted with a new basketball
floor for use during the 1959-60 season. Also, for the spectator's pleasure, there
are new seating arrangements.
The team opened their season with a loss to Trinity last Saturday. Although set back by the 79-58 blasting, they have been carefully coached by
Jack Barry and have tightened up their defense, while speeding up their offense.
As an added check of the squads preparedness, they met Nolrtheastern Wednesday evening.

The MIT-Harvard game is one of strong tradition between two long time
rivals. In the past the gamne has alvays been met with enthusiastic support.
Last year the two teams played rather late in the season and the Crimson triumphed 72-56 over the faltering Maroon and Grey, who finished the schedule

WHAT PRICE
SKI PARADISE?
Along with the great variety
of fourteen fine trails at Mad
River Glen, there is a great
variety of lift tickets - so
that you can buy the ticket
you can best use. Singles,
books, week-day, week-end,
9-day (a great bargain) . . .
and season tickets priced as
of the day of purchase.
Each one an open sesame
to this skiing paradise!
Hiigh capacity T-Bar . . .
plus improved chair lift facilities assure you of prompt

vwith a dismal 3-13 record.
This year the game is being held early in the season, against a Harvard
team that bears little resemblance to their predecessors. They succeeded in
dropping their first game to Wesleyan and it appears that they have not as yet
attained their usual coordination and speed.
MIT, on the other hand, has a new coach who has been leading the team
I
Iservice.
through its paces and really giving the squad a work out. One of the biggest
one
returning
letterman,
fact
that
there
is
only
problems the coach faces is the
who is tulrning in an excellent performance.
Captain Hugh Morrow, 'G0,
The Beavers have many exciting prospects including John Crissman, '61,
AWaS
Ted Hallee, '60, Al Gaston, '61, and several sophomores, all of whom will
oVermont
Waitsfield
probably see action against Harvard.
In
Tie
"Snow
Corner"
All in all the MIlT-Harvard game will certainly be action packed, and
of New England
remember, admission is free.
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Dr. Johnson turns another elegant phrase:

Sir if it hasn't got it there,
it has i't; got it
You get 2 nights' lodging, 2 breakfasts and 2 dinners. Special skiers'

Old Dr. Sam has done it again-brought
his dictionary up to date in terms of
modern Winston usage.
Winston (win'ston), n. A cigarette with
Filter-Blend on one end and a wise man
on the other.
Taste (tast), n.What decorators argue
about and Winston smokers enjoy.
Filter-Blend (fil'ter-blnd) ,n. A happy
marriage of art and science. Light, mild,
flavorful tobaccos are artfully selected,
then scientifically processed for filter
smoking.

menu. Total cost per person in twiri-bedded room with bath in the Inn
Oslow as $22. $16 per person in the Chalet. These rates will not be
Ovailable from December 30 to January 3.
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Write for further information to Dept.
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Noth Conway, New Hampshire
Charles(pete) Pinkham, President

I PoiseFleetwood 6-5533

Slogan (slo'gin), n. (e.g., Winston
tastes good like a cigarette should). A
statement of disputed grammar but unquestioned fact.
Front (frfint), n. (used in conjunction
with the preposition "up"). The section
of a filter cigarette where if it hasn't
got it, it hasn't got it. Also, the section
that counts, the section where exclusive
Filter-Blend is to be found.
BosweSll (bMz'wel). Nickname for a
guy who is always hanging around to
cadge Winstons from you.
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'"There is nothing which has yet been contrived by man
by which so much happiness is produced . ."
Boswell's Life of Dr. Johnson, Vol. 1, Page 620
R.J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.. WINliTON-SALEM.
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TCA EstablishedIn
New Jffices, Plans
Skeptics Seminars

Hienry IVT Opens
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Henry IV and his electric scepter. (Note
plug connection in lower left corner).
See Review on Page 2

Pershing Rifles Pledge
The Pershing Rifles are having their
pledge wreek this week. Smartly uniformed candidates can be seen around
the campus each day carrying white
wooden rifles on the shoulders. Drills
are held each day. The names of
those accepted will be announced
sometime today.
Negotiations have been made by
the Pershing Rifles to bring Sabicas,
the famous flamenco guitarist to MIT
sometime in January next year. It is
expected that arrangements will be
finalised sonmetime in the near future.
On January 10th, twenty four members of P.R. will give a drill exhibition in honour of the Jewish war
veterans.

The Technology Community Association, which began its move to its
new offices over Thanksgiving, was
completely established there this
week. The new offices in Tyler
Lounge in the entrance to Walker
Memorial offer more space, which
TCA hopes will allow better services.
In particular, TCA reports that its
mimeographing service has seen great
expansion, while its other servicesbook exchange, social services, publications, theatre reservations, etc.,
have continued in wide use.
Skeptics Seminars Planned
The Skeptics' Seminar series of
forums has been announced by TCA
for the next few weeks. Professor
Bator of the Economics Department
will speak on "How Much National
Defense Can We Afford". Later, Professor Bloomfield of the Political Science Department will speak on "The
Politics of Outer Space."
TCA has also reported the results
of the Charities drive, which formally
closed several weeks ago. $1900 was
collected, which was below T.CA's goal.
However, some additional funds are
still being received.
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SOPHOMORES
Attffention Class of '62, Victors of
Field Day '59, Hackers of MIT Become AWARE. Like a Sour Hour
for Sophomores at Sammy House,
222 Babcock St., Saturday, December 12 - 4:30. This event to precede
Harvard-MIT basketball rout.

First in sales because it's first in taste I
JACOB
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Band Concert Tonight

ja

The MIT Concert Band will present
its annual fall concert this evening
at 8:30 in Kresge Auditorium, John
Corley conducting. The program is
free and open to the public.
The program, consisting entirely of
original wvorks for band, will open
with Percy Aldridge Grainger's "Lads
of Wramphray," followed by the Boston premiere of "Vermont Overture,"
by Jack Sirulnikoff of Bennington
College, Vermont and Gustav Holst's
"Jericho," by Mor"Hammersmith."
ton will precede intermission.
The second half of the program will
be occupied with the complete "'Symphony for Band" by Thomas Beversdorf.
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DR. FROOS'$
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MtlORAL OF THEE MONT!H

Things worth having are worth working for. For example: If you
want a football letter, find a football player and ask him to write
you one.
I
Dear Dr. Frood: I'm flunking everything but math. I get D in that. Help me.

Dear Withheld: Spend less time on
math.

Dear aDr.
Frood: I go steady with two
girls-one in the dorm, one in the Theta
house. Traveling between the two places
is making a wreck of me. What to do?

Tired
Dear Tired: Get your girl to get your
girl into her sorority.

DR. FROOD AND THE
AMAZING NEW FILTER

Worried
Dear Worried: If I were a 35-year-old
freshman, I'd wear a mask.

From Wolfgang's bedside
comes this cryptic quote: "Be
sure to tell them to pay up their
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Dear Dr. Frood: I am a 35-year-old
freshman. Should I wear a beanie?

News Flash.
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I had occasion recently to
study the remarkable "no
smoke" filter made of solid
lead. No matter how hard
you puff, you get no smoke.
ncidentally, a pack of these
cigarettes weighs 2 pounds.
Luckies weigh less . . . and
you get smoke. The best.
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Deasr Dr. Frood: I have a ravishingly
beautiful girl in my class. Sadly, she is
witless. Should I flunk her?

I

health insurance".
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Dr. Frood, Ph.T.T.

(by popular demand)

N.Y.C.
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(Name withheld by request)

WOLFGANG
HAS
GASTROENTERITiS
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WANTED

Bookish

MIT Students to wear our tuxedos at all
your proms.

Brookline Formal Wear -

392 ,Harvard St., Brookline -

AS 7-1312.

RIDE WANTED: Christmas ride wanted to
Baton Rouge or New Orleans {or two people. Will share driving and expenses. Leave
as early as Wednesday night. Conteact
Larry Piftts at Extension 3203.

Dear Bookish: Pass her. Other profesDear Dr. Frood: Nobody likes me. Girls
despise me. Men can't stand me. Profs
detest me. Dogs snap at my cuffs. What
Hated
should I do?
Dear Hated: Don't ask me. I don't like
you, either.
(02

RATES REDUCED
Yes, the Savings Bank
9 l|Life Insurance people
lmB
have done it again have REDUCED rates on MTa.
policies of $3,000 and over. This
makes the coat of the best protection even lower. Ask for free
folder showing how you can get
more protection at LOWER cost.
Cambridgeport Savings Bank
Right In Central Squar -J UN 4-5271
Savings Bank Life Insurance

Col
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Dear Dr. Frood: I'm a non-conformist.
But I smoke what everybody else smokes
-Lucky Strike. How can I be different
and still smoke Luckies?

I. M. Odd
Dear Mr. Odd: Light both ends of the
Lucky and insert a straw into the middle.
Sip the smoke through the straw and say
;wildsville"

after each puff.

sors are waiting.
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COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE
MORE LUCKIES THAN
ANY OTHER REGULARI
When it comes to choosing their regular smoke,
college students head right for fine tobacco.
Result: Lucky Strike tops every other regular i
sold. Lucky's taste beats all the rest because
L.S./M.F.T.-Lucky Strike means fine tobacco:

TOBACCO AND TASTE TOO FiNE TO FILTER!
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